
 

 

Region III Annual Meeting of the Members 
Lynden, WA   

June 29, 2019 
 

Agenda 
 
 
 

I. Reading and approval of 2018 minutes. 

II. Treasurer’s report 

III. Supervisor’s report 

IV. Nominations and voting for new president, secretary and superintendent.   

V. Discussion on planned RIII shows for 2020 

VI. Discussion on standing rules addition for RIII barrel classes. 

VII. Open Table 

VIII. Adjournment 

SLATE OF CANDIDATES 

Candidate for President- Debi Pakizer 

My name is Debi Pakizer, and I have been the Coach/President/Founder of Rogue River Vaulters for six years, 
however, I have been involved in the sport of Vaulting for 31 years. My daughter and I were introduced to Vaulting 
in 1988 and joined Valley View Vaulters in Region I. I started my own club, Mountain Springs Vaulters, in 1991 
which was active for more than a decade. I was the coach, lunger, and chief bottle washer. Then, after a short 
break, I started Blind Horse Vaulters until my late husband needed my constant attention. During my 25 years in 
Region 1, I was the President of the Region for two terms. I worked on numerous committees and competitions. 
After moving to Southern Oregon in 2013, I immediately realized there was no AVA recognized Vaulting Clubs 
anywhere near where I live, and within months of my arrival, I started the Rogue River Vaulters.  
 
Although the Region is vast in size, I didn't let it stop my club from becoming a very competitive organization. My 
club has been able to attend from three to six competitions a year. I have represented Region III by attending the 
AVA Symposiums, Annual Meetings, and National Championships as well. I have mentored newer Clubs in the 
region as well as in the AVA, as I believe that a feeling of comradery is essential to the sport's survival. I attempted 
to create a "newzine" for the region, trying to give the clubs an opportunity to interact and showcase their club's 
accomplishments. I would like to re-visit that project with more co-operation and enthusiasm. 
 
I believe our Region needs to foster friendships and goodwill among the members. We need to forget about state 
borders and concentrate on all of the members within the outline of the geographical area as a whole. There need 
to be open conversations between the coaches, vaulters, and parents without fear or embarrassment. Finally, I 
hope to build a community of better friendships, volunteerism, and fairness as to the locations of competitions for 
all members of Region III. With your support, I believe it is possible. 
 

 



 

 

 

Candidate for Supervisor- Jayne Beebe 

I first became acquainted with equestrian vaulting in 2012 when a friend had mentioned she would like to put on a 
vaulting camp.  From there, it was learning more and more about vaulting, learning how to not be dizzy when 
longeing the horse, and continuing to learn and grow within the sport myself.  From 2012 – 2017 we put on a 
demonstration/program for the Central Washington State Fair, a 10-day event.  The past several years we have 
had a couple of vaulters compete (High Hopes Vaulters) at different levels at various competitions and nationals. 
I volunteered in the summer of 2017 to be the supervisor for Region III, not having any idea as to what the 
supervisor role was – just knowing that I wanted to give more to the sport.  I have had to step away from the role 
of longeur due to health reasons, but they continue to practice at my facility and continue to use my horses at 
times. 
 
I have learned so much this past 1 ½ years, but there is so much more to learn and to be a part of the world of 
vaulting – whether in one’s community, region, nationally and internationally.  I believe that I have the ability and 
the desire to continue for at least one more term.  Not being a parent, coach, or longeur provides a positive but 
neutral look and position for our region.  
 
What I love most about the sport of vaulting is the caring attitude and atmosphere at every competition I have had 
the opportunity to be at.  Whether the vaulter is a tiny tot, walk, or gold vaulter, everyone is supportive and truly 
wishes each vaulter/horse/team the best.  Yes, vaulting is competitive – but nothing like other sports that I have 
been involved with.    
 
My goal is to help make vaulting more known in our region and would love to create a traveling display.  We need 
more teams in our region – which means more coaches, longeurs, suitable horses, and support from each 
community. 
 
My background is Psych Nurse Practitioner educated, and I have taught for WSU College of Nursing for the past 14 
years.  In addition, I have my own equine facility where I do equine assisted learning – and entering my 10th year 
working with youth with chemical dependency. I also do teambuilding, leadership and communication workshops, 
and work with foster children and our veterans. 
Thank you for considering me for Region III’s supervisor for the 2020-2022 term. 

 

Candidate for Supervisor-Christine Anderson 

Hello, I'm Christine Anderson, mom to vaulter Zoe Anderson, currently with Redwing Vaulters in Redmond, 
Washington.  My involvement with vaulting began when Zoe first started with Cascade Vaulters in 2009.  After 
several wonderful years with Cascade, Zoe changed teams to join Above and Beyond Vaulters until that teams' 
closure around 2017; whereupon she joined Redwing Vaulters, with whom she now competes at the Gold level.  
  
Zoe took to vaulting like a fish to water and we instantly became an involved vaulting family.  The vaulting shows 
became our family vacations.  For nine years either my husband and/or I attended every competition and virtually 
every practice.  I volunteered at every competition, usually for at least one full day shift; primarily as gate keeper, 
but also as runner, pooper scooper and music assist.  I also had the privilege of being able to continue to support 
Cascade Vaulters by exercise riding their horse Royal for several years until her recent placement with Harborview 
Vaulters.  As a vaulting parent, I have done everything from cleaning stalls at shows, hand walking horses, riding 
horses, cleaning water buckets, bathing horses, doing horsie laundry, loading and unloading trailers and helping 
with show set up and breakdown; in addition to doing hair, makeup and boosting morale. 
  



 

 

As Region III Supervisor, I would strive to gather the opinions and culture of our Region to present and represent it 
at the local and National level.  Likewise, I would promptly and effectively communicate the changes and news 
from the AVA to our Regional members to keep us current and strong.  
  
In my time as a volunteer and vaulting parent in Region III, I have witnessed the change and growth of vaulting in 
our region.  I think Region III is exceptional and has an abundance of involved, supportive and kind parents, 
coaches and vaulters.  I look forward to the continued growth of vaulting in our Region and support the idea that 
vaulting should have a place for everyone; whether recreational or competitive.  I hope vaulting continues to grow 
in our Region as I think it provides a unique and special perspective to kids, adults and the community.  In 
addition, I would like to work in liaison with the other states in our Region which have not had such a strong 
vaulting tradition and build relationships with them. 
  
To me, Region III feels like a family and I would be so proud to represent our Region as Supervisor.   Thank you! 
 

Candidate for Secretary-  Marci Siegal 

My background in vaulting includes almost every aspect. I have been coaching since I was 14 on and off, did some 
lunging throughout the years, was a judge for 4 years, volunteered at and organized competitions for the region 
when it was smaller. I vaulted for 9 years between the ages of 8 and 17, and won Nationals at the Silver level. I 
went to vaulting camp in Germany and competed in Sweden. I vaulted at the Gold level and was on numerous 
National Championship teams throughout the years. I also stepped back into vaulting as a coach and competitor in 
2008 and competed on the National Championship Preliminary 2 Phase team when one member had to drop out a 
few months before Nationals. My passion has always been coaching and helping others. I have been the head 
coach and/or founder of several clubs, including my current 2nd generation of Flying Star Vaulters.  
 
As Secretary of Region III, I would make sure to get input from the entire region, notify all members of meetings 
and call in information and try to help everyone feel involved if they desire. As our region grows, I want to make 
sure we have the greatest involvement possible and that everyone feels included and represented and has access 
to the information they need. I will also be sure to keep organized files and meeting minutes to be available 
continually online as the region moves forward.  

 

 
 

 

 

 



 

 

Region III Annual Meeting 
12:30pm -- 6/30/2018 

Moses Lake, WA 
(Draft) Minutes 

 

 

1. Reading of the 2017 Minutes – Becky Davie 

Motion to Accept as Read by Lori Robison 

Second by Penny Maydek – unanimous approval 

 

2. Treasurer Report by Region III Treasurer – Kathy Seelye 

Tom Sayles Motion to Accept 

Michelle (?) Seconded –Treasurer Report unanimous approval 

 

3. Nominations for Region III Treasurer were asked for by Lori and she presented the only 

candidate, Tim Colliver.  Tim briefly introduced himself and his involvement with Region 

III.  Tom make a motion to confirm him as Treasurer.  Becky Davie seconded.  

Unanimous approval.  Tim Colliver was elected as the Treasurer for Region III AVA for a 

two year term. 

 

4. Regionals 2019-Discussion about USEF for next year.  Considering three venues for the 

Western Washington rotation year: Donida (one day USEF and one day AVA), Lynden, or 

Evergreen Fairgrounds for the 3rd or 4th weekend in June 2019 to be determined by 

availability.  Executive board will meet and decide on the venue.  USEF must be 

purchased soon.  Regionals will be held somewhere in Oregon in 2020 based on the 

rotation schedule. 

 

5. Competitions for 2018/2019 

 

Redwing Fall Fest Oct 6-7, 2018, Donida Farms, Auburn, WA 

Mozart, Devonwood, Oregon, 3rd weekend in April 2019 

Mountain Wind, Spokane, WA, 1st weekend in May 2019 

CVI- Memorial Day weekend, Canada 

Regionals, TBD 

Nationals, TBD  

 

6. Region Supervisor Report – Jayne Beebe 

Lori talked about the expenses of travelling as the supervisor and requested that the 

region assist in those expenses.  Discussion about travel requirements.  Lori estimated 



 

 

the cost at about $500 per meeting, two times a year.  Tim made a motion to add a line 

item to the budget for up to $1000 per year capped, for regional supervisor travel 

reimbursement. Gaelle Cimetiere seconded.  Motion passed unanimously.   This 

hopefully will encourage more individuals to volunteer for this position if the cost is 

defrayed.   

Jayne reported that the final decision for the venue for Nationals 2019 had not yet been 

decided.  Considering St. Louis, Colorado, and Tennessee.  

 

7. R3 Highpoint Report – Jody Campbell – Spent a little more money this year because 

more classes were added for these awards including walk classes ($700).  Seems to be 

crossover between tiny tots and 1st year vaulters.   

 

8. Standardizing barrel classes in Regionals- To future, maybe set age in prize list.  

Suggested some standardized guidelines be created for the region III barrel classes.  

Discussion followed.  Executive board will consult with Jody on this idea.  Crystal Pakizer 

asked that our class numbers stay consistent.  Can look at the national template for 

ideas.  

 

9. Region III barrel – Debi Pakizer asked if the region III barrel can be upgraded to square 

versus round handles.  Executive Board will need to see if the AVA barrel specs have 

changed.  Show organizers should be encouraged to look at the guidelines to provide 

compliant barrels.  

 

10. Help for competition announcers- John Eidukus stated as a regular announcer at 

competitions, it can be difficult to know how to pronounce names.  Suggested that in 

the music submission guidelines, require a sheet with phonetically names for all vaulters 

within each club.  Could be a spreadsheet with phonetic names that is laminated.   

 

11. Webinar for running a competition- Lori Robison mentioned that HVV created a video 

series on how to organize and run a competition including how to use compweb in three 

parts:  

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3e-

Ph7X7b_Y&list=PLOcfHT43vJk7hNHvC2Nl041x5Ab6PDawL 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cDtUm7LBzok&list=PLOcfHT43vJk7hNHvC2Nl041x

5Ab6PDawL&index=2 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aD7HiYhrTRA&index=1&list=PLOcfHT43vJk7hNHvC

2Nl041x5Ab6PDawL 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3e-Ph7X7b_Y&list=PLOcfHT43vJk7hNHvC2Nl041x5Ab6PDawL
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3e-Ph7X7b_Y&list=PLOcfHT43vJk7hNHvC2Nl041x5Ab6PDawL
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cDtUm7LBzok&list=PLOcfHT43vJk7hNHvC2Nl041x5Ab6PDawL&index=2
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cDtUm7LBzok&list=PLOcfHT43vJk7hNHvC2Nl041x5Ab6PDawL&index=2
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aD7HiYhrTRA&index=1&list=PLOcfHT43vJk7hNHvC2Nl041x5Ab6PDawL
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aD7HiYhrTRA&index=1&list=PLOcfHT43vJk7hNHvC2Nl041x5Ab6PDawL


 

 

12. Other New Business: no new business 

 

13. Katy Venters asked for a motion to adjourn.  Allison (?) seconded . Unanimous decision 

to adjourn. 

 

14. Meeting adjourned at 1:15pm. 

 

 

  



REGION III HORSE CLASSES & DEDUCTIONS 

 

Class # Class Name Assisted Mount / Deduction Other 

07A Walk Team Compulsories Required / No Mount Score Preliminary Trot and Below. 

07B Walk Team FS Required / No Deduction Preliminary Trot and Below. 

16A Trot 2-Phase Comps Not Allowed / Elimination Trot and Below. 

16B Trot 2-Phase FS Not Allowed / Elimination Trot and Below. 

17A Walk 2-Phase Comps Required / No Mount Score Preliminary Trot and Below. 

17B Walk 2-Phase FS Optional / No Deduction Preliminary Trot and Below. 

28B Walk Pas de Deux Required / No Deduction No ground jumps or unsupported 
leaps.  Dismounts per Appendix D. 

35A Beginning Canter Comps Optional / If Assist, Mount 
Score = 0.  

1* Compulsories, except forward 
kneel with arms extended to their 
sides (same as riding seat) may be 
performed in place of stand 
(Deduction of -1 to “stand” for 
performing kneel).    

35B Beginning Canter FS Required / No Deduction FS per AVA Rules for Copper, except 
performed at the walk. 

37A Preliminary Trot Comps Required / No Mount Score  

37B Preliminary Trot FS Required / No Deduction  

38A Novice Walk Comps Required / No Mount Score  

38B Novice Walk FS Required / No Deduction  

39A Tiny Tot Comps Required / No Mount Score 1* Compulsories, performed at 
walk.  Prompting and spotting 
allowed (no deduction).  Child’s age 
maximum 6 years at close of entries. 

39B Tiny Tot FS Required / No Deduction FS per AVA Rules for Trot, except 
performed at the walk.  Prompting 
and spotting allowed (no 
deduction).  Child’s age maximum 6 
years at close of entries.   

40A Masters Canter or Trot Optional / If 
Assist, Mount Score = 0. 
Walk Required / No Mount 
Score 

1* Compulsories, performed at any 
gait.  Vaulter’s age minimum 21 
years at close of entries.  Specify 
Canter, Trot or Walk on entry.   

40B Masters FS Canter or Trot Optional / -1 
Point Performance 
Walk Required / No 
Deduction 

FS per AVA Rules for Trot, except 
performed at any gait.  Vaulters age 
minimum 21 years at close of 
entries.  Specify Canter, Trot or Walk 
on entry. 

 

 



TEAM CLASSES: 01-09 
01 A Team Per AVA Rules (Art. 201-204) 
02 B Team Per AVA Rules (Art. 201-204) 
03 C Team Per AVA Rules (Art. 201-204) 
06 Trot Team Per AVA Rules (Art. 201-204) 
07 Walk Team Per AVA Rules (Art. 201-204) for Trot Team, except boosted mount required 

for compulsories (no mount score) and boosted mounts required for 
freestyle (no deduction).  Preliminary Trot and Below. 

 
2-PHASE CLASSES: 11-19 

11 Open 2-Phase Per AVA Rules (Art. 222-224) 
12 Prelim 2-Phase Per AVA Rules (Art. 222-224) 
16 Trot 2-Phase Per AVA Guidelines (Art. 1101-1102), Trot and Below. 
17 Walk 2-Phase Per AVA Guidelines (Art. 1101-1102) except performed at Walk.  Boosted 

mount required for compulsories (no mount score).  Boosts optional for 
freestyle (no deduction)  Preliminary Trot and Below. 

 
PAS DE DEUX: 21-29 

21 Open Pas de Deux Per AVA Rules (Art. 218-219), 2 minutes. 
22 Preliminary Pas de Deux Per AVA Rules (Art. 218, 220), 90 seconds.  
26 Trot Pas de Deux Per AVA Rules (Art. 218, 221), 90 seconds. 
28 Walk Pas de Deux Per AVA Rules (Art. 221), except performed at Walk, 90 seconds.  Boosts 

required (no deduction).  No ground jumps or unsupported leaps.  
Dismounts per Appendix D. 

 
INDIVIDUAL: 30-40 

30 3* Per AVA Rules 
31 Gold Per AVA Rules (Art. 205-208) 
32 Silver Per AVA Rules (Art. 205-207) 
33 Bronze Per AVA Rules (Art. 209-211) 
34 Copper Per AVA Rules (Art. 212-214) 
35 Beginning Canter Per AVA Rules for Copper (Art. 212-213), except forward kneel with arms 

extended to their sides (same as riding seat) may be performed in place of 
stand (deduction of -1 to “stand” for performing kneel).  Boosts allowed 
(zero mount score).  Freestyle is performed at the walk, boost required (no 
deduction). 

36 Trot Per AVA Rules (Art. 215-217) 
37 Preliminary Trot Per AVA Rules for Trot (Art. 215-217), except boost required (no mount 

score in compulsories, no deduction for freestyle). 
38 Novice Walk Per AVA Rules for Trot (Art. 215-217), except performed at the Walk.  Boost 

required (no mount score in compulsories, no deduction for freestyle). 
39 Tiny Tot Walk Per AVA Rules for Trot (Art. 215-217), except performed at the Walk.  Boost 

required (no mount score in compulsories, no deduction for freestyle).  
Prompting and spotting allowed (no deduction).  Child’s age maximum 6 
years at close of entries. 

40 Masters Per AVA Rules for Trot (Art. 215-217), except performed at any gait.  Canter 
or Trot: boost allowed (zero mount score for compulsories, -1 point 
performance for freestyle).  Walk: boost required (no mount score in 
compulsories, no deduction for freestyle).  Vaulter’s age minimum 18 years 
at close of entries.  Specify Canter, Trot or Walk on entry.  

LEAVE OPEN 41-49 FOR OTHER INDIVIDUAL CLASSES (I.E. SELECTION TRIAL CLASSES WOULD GO HERE) 



BARREL GUIDELINES: 
- There are no trampolines allowed at events.  Boosts are allowed with no deduction for the following classes: 

o Team Barrel Class: Beginning Barrel Team (55B) 
o Barrel Double Class: Beginning Barrel Doubles (65B) 
o Individual Barrel Classes: Preliminary Trot (75B), Novice Walk (76B), 1st Year Compulsories (77A), 1st 

Year Freestyle (77B), & Tiny Tot (78B) 
- Leaps, Ground Jumps, and “M”, “D”, or “R” Dismounts are allowed in: 

o Team Barrel Classes: Open (71B), Intermediate (73B)  
o Barrel Double Class: Open Barrel Doubles (71B) 
o Individual Barrel Freestyle Classes: Open (71B), Intermediate (73B) 

- Leaps, Ground Jumps, and “M” or “D” Dismounts are NOT allowed in: 
o Team Barrel Class: Beginning Barrel Team (55B) 
o Barrel Double Classes: Intermediate (63B), Beginning (65B) 
o Individual Barrel Freestyle Classes: Trot (74B), Preliminary Trot (75B), Novice Walk (76B), 1st Year 

(77B), Tiny Tot (78B). 
o If Leaps or Ground Jumps are performed, deduction will be -2 points from Content. 
o If Dismount other than “E” & landing facing forward, deduction will be -1 point from Content. 

 
 

BARREL TEAM: 51-59 
51B Open Barrel Team Per AVA Rules (Art. 224), 3 minutes, 4-6 vaulters.  Open to all levels.  
53B Intermediate Barrel Team Per AVA Rules (Art. 224), 3 minutes, 4-6 vaulters.  Maximum level: 

Bronze 
55B Beginning Barrel Team Per AVA Rules (Art. 224), 3 minutes, 4-6 vaulters.  Maximum level: Trot 

 
BARREL PAIRS: 61-69 
61B Open Barrel Doubles Per AVA Guidelines (Art. 902), except only 2 vaulters.  90 seconds.  

Open to all levels. 
63B Intermediate Barrel Doubles Per AVA Guidelines (Art. 902), except only 2 vaulters.  90 seconds.  

Maximum level: Copper 
65B Beginning Barrel Doubles Per AVA Guidelines (Art. 902), except only 2 vaulters.  90 seconds.  

Maximum level: Preliminary Trot 
 

BARREL INDIVIDUAL: 71-79 
71B Open Barrel Freestyle Per AVA Guidelines (Art. 902), 1 minute, Canter Medalists. 
73B Intermediate Barrel 

Freestyle 
Per AVA Guidelines (Art. 902), 1 minute, Bronze/Copper levels. 

74B Trot Barrel Freestyle Per AVA (Guidelines Art. 1201), 1 minute, Trot level. 
75B Preliminary Trot Barrel 

Freestyle 
Per AVA Guidelines (Art. 1201), 1 minute, Preliminary Trot level. 

76B Novice Walk Barrel Freestyle Per AVA Guidelines (Art. 1201), 1 minute, Novice Walk level.  
77A 
77B 

1st Year Barrel 
Compulsories/Freestyle 

Per AVA Guidelines (Art. 1201), 1 minute, Preliminary Trot or Novice 
Walk level.  Class is open to vaulters in their first year of competition.  
Boost required for compulsories and freestyle (no mount score). 

78B Tiny Tot Barrel Freestyle Per AVA Guidelines (Art. 1201), 1 minute, child’s age maximum 6 years 
at close of entries. Prompting and spotting allowed (no deduction).   

79B Masters Individual Barrel 
Freestyle 

Per AVA Guidelines (Art. 902), 1 minute, all levels.  Vaulter must be 18 
years or older. 

 
 
 
 



ADAPTIVE GUIDELINES: 
- For Region III Competitions, an adaptive vaulter is defined as a vaulter with special needs requiring 

assistance to include physical spotting, verbal cueing, sign language translation/cueing, and/or other such 
assistance from someone other than a fellow vaulter or lunger involved in that event. 

- As per Region III, classes are denoted as “modified”. 
- Region III Guidelines are established on these classes and published on the Region III website: 

www.regioniiiava.weebly.com.   
 

ADAPTIVE: 81-89 
81A 
81B 

Modified 
Preliminary Trot  

Assisted mounts are required (no mount score in compulsories, no deduction 
from freestyle).  Spotters required during performances.  Modified 
1*Compulsory Exercises.  1 minute Freestyle, with up to 1 point deduction for 
each occasion of assistance during performance.       

82A 
82B 

Modified Novice 
Walk 

Assisted mounts required (no deduction).  Compulsories are Modified 1* 
Exercises.  1 minute Freestyle, vaulter MUST stay in contact with the horse 
(leaps, jumps, or hops will result in elimination).  0.5 points may be deducted for 
each occasion of assistance during performance.   

84B Modified Walk Pas 
De Deux 

90 seconds.  Assistance required by only 1 of the vaulters during performance.  
Assisted mounts are required (no score).  Up to 2 points may be deducted for 
assistance during performance. 

86B Modified 
Preliminary Trot 
Barrel 

1 minute.  Assistance required during performance.  Assisted mounts are 
optional (no deduction).  Up to 1 point may be deducted for each occasion of 
assistance during performance.   

87B Modified Novice 
Walk Barrel 

1 minute.  Assistance required during performance.  Assisted mount required.  
Up to 1 point may be deducted for each occasion of assistance during 
performance. 

89B Modified Walk 
Barrel Doubles 

90 seconds.  Assistance must be required by only 1 of the vaulters during 
performance.  Able-bodied vaulter may be of any level.  Assisted mounts are 
required (no score).  Up to 2 points may be deducted for assistance during 
performance.   

 
EXTRA CLASSES: 

- Additional classes offered outside of the traditional horse and barrel classes.   
- There is no Region III Highpoint for Classes 91-99.  

 
EXTRAS 91-99 
91B Green Horse For comments only.  3 minutes, vaulter(s) optional. 
93B Vaulter Comments For comments only. 1 minute per vaulter.  Performed at walk, trot, or canter.  

Boost required for walk.  Specify gait and intent with show management. 
94B Shannon Freestyle 1 minute freestyle routine on the barrel or on the horse at the walk, trot, or 

canter.  Specify gait with show management.  Each vaulter will be assigned music 
and will have an opportunity to listen to the music at least 2 hours prior to their 
go.  Class fees are donated to the Seattle Children’s Hospital in memory of 
Shannon Balkema. Class is judged on Artistry (x1), Originality (x1), and Music 
Interpretation (x1). 

95B Music 
Interpretation 
Barrel Freestyle 

1 minute, open to all levels.  No limitations on exercises, or dismounts.  Boosts 
allowed with no deduction.  Judged on Music Interpretation (x1), Performance 
(x1) and General Impression (x1). 

98B Costume Show management to specify. 
99 Medal Testing This class reserves time with the judge for medal testing.  Show management is 

not responsible for application and fees for the AVA.  Club/vaulter must apply 
with the AVA Medal Test Secretary for approval. 



Music for this competition will be accepted electronically.  Please have ONE person at your club in 
charge of uploading all your music.  Questions about music preparation may be sent to MUSIC 
ORGANIZERS NAME at MUSIC ORGANIZERS EMAIL. 
 
Deadlines: Music must be uploaded by UPLOAD DATE or postmarked if mailed by MAILING DATE to 
NAME AND MAILING ADDRESS, or will incur a late fee.  Music will not be accepted after FINAL DATE.  If 
no music is provided, none will be played. 
 
Fees:  A $FEE processing fee per file will apply to file(s) that are: 

• Not submitted in MP3 format.  

• Submitted after UPLOAD DATE up to FINAL DATE. 

• Improperly named File Attributes.   
 
Prior to Uploading, rename the music File’s Attributes: 

• File name and Title should be the same. 
o Use underscores so there are no spaces in the File name or Title. 

• Artist should be your club name. 

• Album should be EVENT NAME & DATE – NO SPACES 

• Convert all files to MP3 format. 
 
Renaming File names and Titles for Individual: 

• CLASS#_CLASSABBREVIATION_CLUBABBREVIATION_FIRSTNAME_LASTNAME_AVA# 
o Example: 37B_PrelimTrotFS_RWV_VICKI_VAULTER_A0K 

 
Renaming File names and Titles for Pas de Deux or Doubles: 

• CLASS#_CLASSABBREVIATION_CLUBABBREVIATION_LASTNAME1_1stINITIAL1_AVA1 
_LASTNAME2_1stINITIAL2_AVA2 

o Example: 28B_WalkPdD_RWV_VAULTER_V_A0K_SMITH_J_NO1 
 
Renaming File names and Titles for Team Freestyle, Compulsories, and Run-In: 

• CLASS#_CLASSABBREVIATION_CLUBABBREVIATION_CLUBNAME 
o Example: 06B_TrotTeamFS_RWV_REDWINGVAULTERS 
o Example: 00_Compulsories_AllTrotandWalkClasses_RWV_REDWINGVAULTERS 
o Example: 00_RunIn_AllCanterClasses_RWV_REDWINGVAULTERS 

 
Upload via the internet: 

• Create an account with www.box.com 

• Select a Personal Account – Free for 10gb of secured storage. 

• Create a Folder with your Club Name and Event (EVENT NAME & DATE – NO SPACES)  

• Add a TXT Note File (i.e. ContactInfo.txt) with the music submitter’s name, email, and phone 
number. 

• Share the Folder with MUSIC ORGANIZERS EMAIL 
 
 
 
 

http://www.box.com/


REGION III MUSIC ABBREVIATION LIST 

COMPLUSORIES AND RUN-IN: 00 

00 Compulsories Comps 

00 Run_In RunIn 

 
 

TEAM CLASSES: 01-09 

01B A Team ATeamFS 

02B B Team BTeamFS 

03B C Team CTeamFS 

06B Trot Team TrotTeamFS 

07B Walk Team WalkTeamFS 

 
 

2-PHASE CLASSES: 11-19 

11B Open 2-Phase Open2PFS 

12B Prelim 2-Phase Prelim2PFS 

16B Trot 2-Phase Trot2PFS 

17B Walk 2-Phase Walk2PFS 

 
 

PAS DE DEUX: 21-29 

21B/D Open Pas de Deux OpenPdD 

22B Preliminary Pas de Deux PrelimPdD 

26B Trot Pas de Deux TrotPdD 

28B Walk Pas de Deux WalkPdD 

 
 

INDIVIDUAL: 30-40 

30B 
30C 

3* 
3* 

3StarFS  
3StarTT 

31B/D Gold GoldFS 

32B Silver SilverFS 

33B Bronze BronzeFS 

34B Copper CopperFS 

35B Beginning Canter BegCanterFS 

36B Trot TrotFS 

37B Preliminary Trot PreTrotFS 

38B Novice Walk NovWalkFS 

39B Tiny Tot Walk TinyTotFS 

40B Masters MastersFS 

 
 
 
 



BARREL TEAM: 51-59 

51B Open Barrel Team OpenTeamFS 

53B Intermediate Barrel Team IntTeamFS 

55B Beginning Barrel Team BegTeamFS 

 

 

BARREL PAIRS: 61-69 

61B Open Barrel Doubles OpenPairs 

63B Intermediate Barrel Doubles IntPairs 

65B Beginning Barrel Doubles BegPairs 

 
 

BARREL INDIVIDUAL: 71-79 

71B Open Barrel Freestyle OpenBFS 

73B Intermediate Barrel Freestyle IntBFS 

74B Trot Barrel Freestyle TrotBFS 

75B Preliminary Trot Barrel Freestyle PreTrotBFS 

76B Novice Walk Barrel Freestyle NovWalkBFS 

77B 1st Year Barrel Freestyle 1stYrBFS 

78B Tiny Tot Barrel Freestyle TinyTotBFS 

79B Masters Barrel Freestyle MastersBFS 

 
 

ADAPTIVE: 81-89 

81B Modified Preliminary Trot  ModPreTrotFS 

82B Modified Novice Walk ModNovWalkFS 

84B Modified Walk Pas De Deux ModWalkPdD 

86B Modified Preliminary Trot Barrel ModPreTrotBFS   

87B Modified Novice Walk Barrel ModNovWalkBFS 

89B Modified Walk Barrel Doubles ModWalkPairs   

 
 

EXTRAS: 91-99 

91B Green Horse GreenHorse 

93B Vaulter Comments Comments 

94B Shannon Freestyle Show management to provide 

95B Music Interpretation Barrel FS MusicInterpBFS 

98B Costume Costume 

99 Medal Testing Check with show management 

 




